Your Key to Easy COBRA Compliance

COBRA OnQue is the industry’s most intelligent COBRA administration software. It saves
valuable time (and dollars!) and dramatically reduces the risk of making costly COBRA mistakes.
COBRA OnQue is more than a simple record-keeping system; it frees you from the expense of
acquiring and maintaining expertise in COBRA law. COBRA OnQue provides COBRA administrators
with all the tools needed to fully comply with federal regulations by automatically generating
customized notifications, maintaining detailed recordkeeping, and prompting the user to take
appropriate and timely actions.

Learn more about how you can simplify COBRA compliance
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HIPAA Certificate of Creditable Coverage.
Employee & dependent profiles & lists.
COBRA participant reports.
COBRA accounts receivable reports.
COBRA event history reports.

Simple to Use
9 Information folders are neatly organized in a familiar Explorer-style interface.
9 Simple set-up wizard and easy-to-import employee data.

Highly Secure
9 Your sensitive employee information is always safely encrypted on your disk
drive, even while you are using COBRA OnQue. Sensitive information cannot
be viewed, printed or modified by third-party programs.
9 Logon and encrypted password security ensures that only authorized
personnel have access to your COBRA files.

Smart
9 Automatically administers complex COBRA rules — simply tell COBRA OnQue
what happened and when (termination, Medicare entitlement, FMLA, COBRA
election, etc.) and it does the rest.
9 Automatically maintains a detailed event history, including copies of all
notices sent.
9 Automatically generates over 40 customized (not boilerplate) notifications.
9 Automatically generates premium payment schedules, including payment
processing and accounts receivable tracking.
9 Automatically monitors time-sensitive data and calendars important tasks in
nine Things to Do folders.

Economical
9 Highly cost-effective when compared to time-consuming manual
administration and on-going COBRA training expenses.
9 Protects against costly "brain-drain" due to staff turnover — anyone can
quickly learn to administer COBRA efficiently and accurately using COBRA
OnQue.
9 Far less expensive than TPAs, and much easier and more efficient to use.
9 Includes FREE technical support.

To learn more about COBRA OnQue, call:
Dealey, Renton & Associates
Employee, Benefits Department
#888-423-5762
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